Media Disinformation on
Nicaragua
How the US uses social media
and local media to destabilize
Nicaragua and pursue regime
change

What is the US view of Nicaragua?
President Trump:
Nicaragua is “an extraordinary and unusual threat to US national security”

[NB. Nicaragua has the eighth lowest military spending in the world]
Admiral Faller, head of the US Southern Command, told Congress on March 16 that Nicaragua:
“perpetuates corruption… challenges freedom and democracy… and suppresses opposition”
“maintains close ties with Moscow” allowing it to “subjugate the Nicaraguan government and counter U.S.
regional goals”

Secretary of State Blinken on March 31 refers to:
the “corrupt” regime of President Daniel Ortega
that “passed increasingly repressive laws that limit severely the ability of opposition political groups,
civil society and independent media to operate.”

State department’s human rights report on Nicaragua – 39 pages compared with 27 pages on Honduras, 29 on El
Salvador

What is the US doing about it?
Promoting “US goals for Nicaragua” via:
• USAID
• the so-called ‘RAIN’ Project
• National Endowment for Democracy
• National Democratic Institute
Using the funding to create and sustain NGOs
and local media to:
• Destabilize the country
• Discredit the elected government locally &
internationally
• Promote insurrection
• Secure regime change

Where is the money going?
Media groups:
Violeta Chamorro Foundation (Cristina Chamorro) $4.6 million
from USAID in past three years
• 100% Noticias
• La Prensa – owned by Jaime Chamorro Cardenal
• CINCO and Confidencial (Carlos F. Chamorro)
So-called NGOs:
• FUNIDES (Juan Sebastián Chamorro), multiple grants
from the NED
• Hagamos Democracia, $525,000 in NED funds by 2018
• Institute of Strategic Studies and Public Politics (IEEPP)
(Felix Maradiaga) funding from NED, US
And many more…

How do they spend
the money?
Yorlis Gabriela Luna in COHA (Council on Hemispheric Affairs),
October 2019 talked to young people trained by NGOs:
• scholarships to learn English
• courses with enticing names like “democracic values, social media
activism, human rights and accountability”

• at private universities, hotels, even abroad
• publicized on social media, universities and in youth base communities
of the Catholic Church
• 2,000-5,000 young people were trained as democracy promoters,
influencers, community journalists

“…you somehow feel deceived. It felt as though they were preparing
an army for combat.”

The big reward …travel to the
US and meet sympathetic
politicians such as Ileana RosLehtinen or Ted Cruz … costs
paid by Freedom House

Protests against the government
in April-July 2018
• Began as protests against social security changes quickly turned to demands for regime change
• Orchestrated by opposition groups financed by
the US
• Deaths of police, government supporters,
bystanders and protesters
• Kidnapping, torture and ‘disappearances’
• Burning down of public buildings; ransacking of
businesses
• Burning of media offices such as Radio Ya
• Threats and attacks against Sandinistas
• Blocking streets and major highways – paralyzing
the country for nearly three months
How did the blame get deflected onto the police and
government supporters?

Social media posts, April 18 2018

Actual deaths,
April 18 and 19 2018
April 18 – No deaths
April 19 – three deaths
Amnesty International attributed the April 19 killings to
‘the hands of state forces’
But the victims were:
• a policeman (Hilton Rafael Manzanares Alvarado)
• a Sandinista supporter defending an office in Tipitapa
being attacked by protesters (Richard Antonio Pavón
Hernández)
• a passer-by uninvolved in the protests (Darwin Manuel
Urbina).

‘Peaceful’ protests in 2018
Official death toll: 253
31 known supporters of the opposition
48 Sandinista supporters
22 police (see photo)
152 bystanders, passers by and others
‘Human rights’ bodies put the total at up to
561 deaths with 4,500 injured
None of the ‘human rights’ bodies have
ever investigated violence by the opposition

Fake news about deaths of
young people
• William González Zúñiga ‘shot’ in the UPOLI but had died at
home of natural causes
• Mario Alberto Medina who died months before the
protests began
• Roberto Carlos Garcia Paladino supposedly killed by police
– but killed by opposition supporters
• Marlon Josue Martinez was reported dead but was actually
abroad

• Karla Sotelo was the subject of a makeshift memorial while
she was still alive
• Marlon Jose Dávila, in Spain at the time, was also reported
dead on Facebook

Today’s La Prensa
April 18 2021
Many people in photos like these turned
out to be alive!

A ‘Tsunami’ of paid-for Facebook posts

Different posts aimed at
different audiences

On the left, image of
Libya’s Gaddafi after he
was murdered – implying
the same should happen
to Ortega
On the right, a post aimed
at showing opposition is
‘fashionable’

Political causes and
movements are invented
to create an
internationalist feel, show
apparent solidarity
(Thanks to Nils McCune for this and previous
images showing Facebook posts)

“Victim” of police shooting in Morrito –
actually a photo of an unidentified
demonstrator in Honduras, tweeted by
the “Movimiento Campesino” and
reproduced by newspaper El Nuevo
Diario, July 12 2018
The real victims were four police officers
and a local teacher, all killed in an
ambush by around 200 armed opposition
members

The original
picture and
tweet,
from NBC News,
July 14 2009

Dania Valeska,
whose fake video
‘under fire’ at the
UNAN university
was liked and
tweeted over one
million times

Textbook examples of Facebook ‘manipulation’

But later we saw how scenes of
opposition violence could be used to
intimidate ordinary people

In Nicaragua, the media are
polarised
There are governmentsupporting TV and radio
channels and websites
And there are some 24
anti-Sandinista
newspapers, TV and radio
channels and websites

Which are the key
opposition media?
• La Prensa – owned by Jaime
Chamorro Cardenal, brother-in-law
of Violeta, Trump supporter
• Confidencial – has received US
funding for at least a decade
• 100% Noticias – supported by the
Violeta Barrios de Chamorro
Foundation
‘Independent journalists’ who write
exclusively anti-Sandinista stories

Opposition media
portrayed violent
incidents as Sandinista
attacks – even when the
victims were Sandinistas
Granada town hall set on fire by opposition
mobs from Masaya, June 5 2018
100% Noticia’s reporter Lucia Pineda tries to
manipulate reports of the fire to blame
Sandinista ‘turbas’ (mobs)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&
v=JtHe-2XLheU

Lucia Pineda
Reporter for 100% Noticias who deliberately
reported that it was Sandinistas who burned down
the Granada town hall, when it was opposition
vandals who travelled from Masaya to attack it

Miguel Mora
Head of 100% Noticias, issued false reports that
their studio was under attack on May 28 2018,
calling for retaliation against Radio Ya which was
burned down endangering all the staff inside

Advocates of ‘peaceful’ protest celebrated by the US government

Who are the ‘go to’
opinion sources?
Carlos F. Chamorro of Confidencial, son of former
president Violeta Chamorro
Cristina Chamorro, daughter of Violeta (and
possible presidential candidate)
Cristina was director of the Violeta Barrios de
Chamorro Foundation, which has benefited
from $4.6 million in USAID funding in the past
three years
Juan Sebastián Chamorro, opposition leader and
possible presidential candidate, nephew of
Violeta Chamorro, director of FUNIDES
FUNIDES has had several grants from US
government’s National Endowment for
Democracy

The Guardian

Which local
correspondents
do international
media use?

• Wilfredo Miranda formerly of Confidencial
• Carl David Goette-Luciak – came to
Nicaragua to help promote ‘regime change’

BBC
• Dora Luz Romero, head of digital
information at La Prensa
New York Times

• Alfonso Flores Bermúdez – opposition
supporter

New laws to limit
foreign interference
Regulating “foreign agents”
• require those receiving foreign money to
register and explain what the money is used for
• prohibits them from political activity
• similar regulations exist in the US

Tackling cybercrime and penalize hacking
• prohibit publication or dissemination of false or
distorted information, “likely to spread anxiety,
anguish or fear.”

US laws are wider and stricter

Financial Times, October 2020
on “Putin’s Law”
“Instead of guaranteeing fair elections in 2021, Ortega accelerates
toward totalitarianism,”
Carlos Trujillo, the US ambassador to the OAS
New laws are designed “not even to let the opposition compete,” in
the November election,
Enrique Saénz, writer for Confidencial
“Ortega regime was preparing for a new phase of repression”
Amnesty International

“Why these actions of intimidation and violence? The reply is very
simple. Because they’re afraid. . . They’re terrified of losing the
streets again.”
Juan Sebastián Chamorro, presidential candidate:

In conclusion, a few quotes…
William Grigsby of Radio La Primerísima:
“…the US is hypocritical in criticizing Nicaragua’s restrictions on foreign influence on local media outlets when
the US government has itself put restrictions on the US media operations of companies based in China,
Venezuela, Russia, and Qatar.”
Former libertarian Congressman Ron Paul:
“It is particularly Orwellian to call US manipulation of foreign elections ‘promoting democracy.’ How would we
Americans feel if for example the Chinese arrived with millions of dollars to support certain candidates deemed
friendly to China?”
US Senate Intelligence Committee, on the 2016 US election:
“Russia’s goals were to undermine public faith in the US democratic process, denigrate Secretary Clinton, and
harm her electability and potential presidency.”
[Amend to refer to “US goals,” “Nicaragua’s” democratic process and “Daniel Ortega”?]
Chuck Kaufman of the Alliance for Global Justice:
“A country is not required to cooperate in its own overthrow by a foreign power.”

